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Abstract: In an attempt to improve the quality and efficacy of Hemodialy-
sis (HD) therapy, dialyzers headers have been redesigned to improve uniform
blood and dialysate flows. Any mismatch caused by non-uniform flow distri-
butions in either blood or dialysate compartment would result in inefficiency
of a dialyzer. Mathematical modeling technique was used to investigate and
provide insights into the flow distributions during dialysis session. A suite of
convection-diffusion models for blood and dialysate counter-current flows were
deployed. The model coupled blood and dialysate side geometries through
a Trans-membrane layer using Kedem-Katchalsky equations. The blood flow
distributions were observed to be uniform across each cross-section while a non-
uniform dialysate flow distributions were observed near the hollow-fiber packing
area at the dialysate-side. The uniform blood-side flow distribution suggested
that the new blood header design used in modern hollow-fiber dialyzers was an
efficient flow distributor. The non-uniform dialysate flow profile indicated that
the collars used in existing hollow-fiber dialyzers to help dialysate uniform flow
failed to promote uniform flow. Consequently, the flow distributions mismatch
in the dialyzer affected the boundary and bulk solute concentrations exchange
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across the membrane. The flow distribution analysis may have practical signif-
icances for the design of high efficient hollow-fiber dialyzers.
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1. Introduction

Hollow-fiber dialyzers are life-saving devices that extend life by removing toxins
that accumulate in end-stage kidney disease patients. Small solutes are nor-
mally removed by diffusion while larger solutes are mostly removed by convec-
tion through ultra-filtration. Therefore, the efficiency of a hollow-fiber dialyzer
depends on its ability to facilitate both diffusion and convection processes [1-2].
Diffusion in particular, is affected by blood and dialysate flow rates, dialyzer
membrane thickness and surface area, and temperature. Assuming dialyzer
surface area and temperature are kept constant, diffusion is strongly affected
by blood and dialysate flow rates and flow distributions in their respective com-
partments. It is widely accepted that the flow distributions mismatch in the
dialyzer creates a significant reduction in the efficiency of the dialyzer [3-4].
As a result of the inefficiency and the difficulty in the regulatory mechanisms,
the quality of life for many End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) patients is still
unsatisfactory [5]. Hypertension and other pathologies associated with ESRD
patients receiving dialysis therapy remain high [6-11].

In recent years, research studies were deployed in the design of high efficient
hollow-fiber dialyzers [12-18]. Majority of these research required analysis of
blood, dialysate, and ultra-filtration (UF) flows inside the dialyzer with flow
devices [14], [16-18]. However, an intrusion of tiny flow device into a hollow-
fiber dialyzer is practically impossible due to high dense bundled fibers inside
the dialyzer. A mathematical modeling approach of the hollow-fiber dialyzer
that gives insight of blood and dialysate flow distributions is of paramount
importance.

In addition, most clinical studies investigated flow distributions at the blood
or the dialysate side of a hollow-fiber dialyzer [3, 14, 16-21]. For blood side in-
vestigation, flow rate measurements were taken at the intermediate, central, and
peripheral cross sectional areas, respectively, of the hollow fiber bundle. High
flow rate was recorded at the peripheral areas, followed by the intermediate and
the central regions of the hollow fiber bundle. The non-uniform flow distribu-
tions were attributed to the inlet manifold used by the dialyzer’s manufacturer
[19-20]. X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanner and a radio-opaque tracer
dye were used to examine the dialysate flow distribution in hollow fiber dialyzers
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Figure 1: (a) Path lines of Blood flow inside the flange for FME Dialyz-
ers. 1(b) Pinnacle Assembly and New Potting Technology at the ends
of new hollow-fiber dialyzer headers to promote uniform dialysate flow
distribution. (FME 2005)

[3]. Non-uniform dialysate flow distribution was recorded with the fastest and
slowest flows rates occurring at the outer and the inner cross sectional regions,
respectively.

In an attempt to resolve non-uniform flow distributions in dialyzers, new
blood and dialysate headers have been introduced by dialysis manufacturers.
In the Fresenius construct, for example, the blood enters through a lateral inlet
port (Figure 1a) while the dialysate passes through a pinnacle structure (Figure
1b). Clinical investigations on new dialyzer header designs with magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) technology indicated relatively uniform blood flow and
non-uniform dialysate flow distributions [21, 23-25].

Blood and/or dialysate flow investigations using mathematical modeling
have been extensively discussed in many articles [26-33]. In most of the mod-
eling techniques, uniform membrane flux, uniform blood flow, and constant
dialysate concentration were assumed. These assumptions seem to be unreal-
istic. In fact, the dialysate concentration would not be constant and ions such
as bicarbonate would be transported across the membrane during dialysis ses-
sions [22] and [49]. In addition, modern dialyzers are modeled with high flux
membranes causing high UF and back-filtration (BK) flow rates which results
in non-uniform TM flux across the dialyzer membrane. Liao et al. [35] cou-
pled shell- and lumen- sides with TM flow calculated by the Kedem-Katchalsky
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(K-K) equations. However, their model did not examine the lumen side flow
and more importantly did not include bicarbonate buffer mostly used to treat
ESRD patients suffering from metabolic acidosis.

In this paper, flow characteristics of a typical bicarbonate based HD therapy
were presented. A suite of convection-diffusion models for blood and dialysate
counter-current flows were deployed. The model couples blood and dialysate
geometries through a TM layer using K-K equations. The resulting model was
numerically solved using Finite Volume Technique and MATLAB software tool.
Numerical results showed that flow characteristics influence the distribution and
exchange of small solutes concentrations such as bicarbonate and carbon dioxide
during HD therapy.

The paper was organized as follows: Assumptions, model description, and
numerical techniques were presented in the next two sections. Numerical results
and discussions were presented afterwards. The paper ended with a summary.

2. Model Formulation

From a mathematical modeling perspective, typical hollow-fiber dialyzer geom-
etry uses countercurrent blood and dialysate flows separated by hollow-fiber
membrane (Figure 2a). Blood flows inside the hollow-fibers whereas dialysate
flows outside the hollow-fiber region counter currently. In this geometry con-
struct, a raised collar with a small plate distributor is placed near dialysate
inlet and outlet to promote homogeneous distribution at the dialysate side.
The plate distributor prevents dialysate fluid from entering the fiber bundle
directly, thus causing the inlet fluid to impinge on the distributor, then going
around the collar before penetrating into the fiber bundle. Similarly, the dis-
tributor facing the outlet causes outlet dialysate to first flow out from the fiber
bundle and then around the collar before exiting.

2.1. Blood-Side Flow

Let (z, r) be the coordinates of the representative point in the cylindrical coordi-
nate system where the z-axis is taken along the dialyzer length (i.e. 0 ≤ z ≤ L)
and r is taken along the radial direction. Considering an axisymmetric domain,
r is chosen to lie in the range 0 < r < rb between z = 0 and z = L for a
membrane length L and radiusrb. The blood-side computational domain of the
model is shown in Figure 2b.

The Navier-Stokes and continuity equations that govern the steady fully
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of a typical hollow-fiber dialyzer module with
the computational blood and dialysate domains. (b) Mass transport of
solutes in blood and dialysate compartments through a single hollow
fiber membrane.

developed flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid representing blood with
density ρ and viscosity µcan be described as [22] and [49]:
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where ur and uz are the radial and axial velocity components, respectively, and
p the pressure. Using the continuity equation and the fact that flow is driven
by pressure gradient in the z-direction, a fully developed inlet velocity profile
for N number of fibers at z = 0 and 0 < r < rb are obtained as [22]

ur(r) = 0 and uz(r) =
2qb
Nπr4b

(
r2b − r2

)
. (2)

Here, qb is the inlet blood flow rate in each of the hollow fibers with a fiber cross
section area πr2b . Applying no slip condition at the wall and axisymmetric axis
respectively at r = 0:

ur = uz = 0 and ur =
∂uz
∂r

= 0 at r = 0; 0 ≤ z ≤ L. (3)
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The convection-diffusion equation governing the mass transport of solutes
s coupled to the blood velocity field is given by
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where csand Dsare the concentration and the diffusion coefficient of solute sin
the blood, respectively. The inlet and outlet boundary conditions for the con-
centration equation (4) are

cs(z, r, 0) = cs0 , cs(0, r, t) = cs0 ,
∂cs(z, 0, t)

∂r
= 0. (5)

Bs defines the buffer term that vanishes everywhere except in the blood
membrane domain and denotes the rate of solute s production or consumption
per time. To help regulate blood bicarbonate concentration during HD therapy,
aHCO−

3 based dialysate was employed in our model. Consideration was limited
to water, hydrogen, and hydroxyl ions, and the CO2 -containing species, CO2,
HCO−

3 , and H2CO3. We adapted buffer reaction rates of s = [CO2, HCO
−

3 ]
given by [22] and [37]:
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overall reaction equation (8), CO2 and HCO−

3 reaction equations (9-11), and
constants values in Table 1.
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Table 1: Reaction and equilibrium constants and equations used in

this paper at 297K
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2.2. Trans-membrane Flow

The ultra-filtration flow passing through the dialyzer membrane (see Figure 2b)
was described by K-K equations [45]

Jv = Lp∆P − LpRTσ∆cs,
Js = C∗

s (1− σ)Jv + Ps∆cs.
(12)

Jv (m/s) is ultra-filtration velocity or volumetric flux across the membrane;
Js (kg

/
m2s) is solute flux across the membrane; Lp (m/sPa) is hydraulic per-

meability of the membrane; Ps (m/s) is solute diffusive permeability coefficient
of a membrane; R is gas constant; T is absolute temperature; σ is solute re-
flection coefficient. c∗s (kg/m3) represents the average solute concentration at
each side of the membrane, ∆cs (kg/m

3) is solute concentration difference (i.e.
trans-membrane concentration) across the membrane. The parameter ∆P (Pa)
is the membrane surface hydraulic permeability of the membrane.

The permeability characteristics of the membrane were obtained from ex-
periments where a dialysate flow was forced through the membrane. Hydraulic
permeability described the volume of solution passing through unit membrane
area, per unit pressure and time. Diffusive permeability related the amount
of solute passing through unit area of membrane, per unit time and unit con-
centration difference across the membrane. Reflection coefficient described the
fraction of solute that cannot pass through the membrane under specific flow
conditions. Research have shown that when the fiber pore size is around 35 µm
or more, σ is on the scale of 10−4, which is very small [55]. Thus equation (12)
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was further simplified to

Jv ≈ Lp∆P,
Js ≈ C∗

sJv + Ps∆cs.
(13)

Therefore, the ultra-filtration coefficient was calculated from the flow and trans-
membrane pressure measurements. Thus, the membrane interfacial conditions
for the blood-side model were given by:

uz = 0, ur = Jv , (14)

Ds
∂cs
∂r

= Jvcs − Js, (15)

where volumetric flux, Jv, and solute flux, Js, across dialyzer membrane were
calculated using the simplified K-K equation (13).

2.3. Dialysate-Side Flow

Since each fiber was surrounded by a uniform annulus, as shown in Figure 3a,
we adapted Krogh cylinder geometry [52] and [53] with annulus radius rd which
was far larger than the fiber radiusrb. The transport of solutes in the annu-
lus involved both convection and diffusion. By carefully controlling hydrostatic
and osmotic pressures, we assumed that convection of the dialysate was not dis-
turbed by the diffusion of solutes and determined only by the infusion pressure.
Under these assumptions, the analytical solution of the dialysate velocity in the
z-direction, uz, was given by equation (18) with specified boundary conditions
of uz = 0 at r = 0 and r = rb.

In addition, we adapted Frank et al. [43] dialysate inlet geometry where
a raised collar with a small plate distributor was placed near the inlet (Figure
3a). The plate distributor was to prevent the dialysate from entering the fiber
bundle directly. Thus, the inlet dialysate fluid would be impinged on the dis-
tributor, then goes around the collar and then penetrate into the fiber bundle.
Similarly, the small plate distributor facing the outlet would cause the outlet
dialysate to first flow out from the fiber bundle and then around the collar
before going out. Therefore, we treated dialysate flow in both radial and axial
directions. For simplicity, our dialysate computational domain involved only
the plate distributors and the hollow fiber region in-between them (see Figure
3b).

Thus, the control concentration equation for the dialysate side can be described
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Figure 3: Geometric configuration near dialysate inlet. The distributors
are designed to keep the dialysate entering the hollow fibers uniformly.
(b) Schematic computational domain at the dialysate compartment.

in similar form as equation (4):
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with a fully developed axial and radial velocities [35] and [56]:

ur(rb) = −
qd

2πrbLr
∀ rb, (17)

uz =
2qd
πr2dLr

ln(r/rd)− ((r/rd)
2 − 1)/(k2 − 1) ln(k)

(k2 + 1) ln(k) + 1− k2
. (18)

Here, the parameter qd represented flow rate in the dialysate inlet, kthe ra-
tio of rb/rd, and Lr the width of the raised collar. The solute replenishment
term, Rs, was introduced to help maintain dialysate concentration level and
was calculated using [22]

Rs = εcs(cs0 − cs), (19)

where εis the replenishment coefficient.
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3. Algorithm, Technique, and Parameters

3.1. Algorithm and Techniques

The governing equations (4) and (16) and their initial and boundary conditions
(2-3), (5-7), (13-15), (17-19) were converted into non-dimensional forms using
the same scale factors for both blood and dialysate flow regions. The non-
dimensional variables indicated with superscript ‘*’ in equation (20) and the
reference variables given in Table 2.

r∗ = r
L
; z∗ = z

L
; u∗r =

ur

U
; u∗z =

uz

U
; A1 =

k1L
U

; Shs =
LPs

Ds
;

c∗s =
cs
cs0

; t∗ = tU
L
; φ = rb

L
; Pe = LU

Ds
; Re = ρUrb

µ
; Es =

LpL∆p
2Ds

;
(20)

The dimensionless parameters Pe and φ define the Peclet number and Aspect
ratio respectively. Pe = LU/Ds = qb/πrbDs expressed the relative importance
of convection to diffusion while Re = ρUrb/µ = ρqb/µrb related inertial effects
to viscous effects. Since dialysis devices employ laminar fluids flow with Re <<
1 the inertial effects would be irrelevant. Therefore, it would not explicitly
appear affecting inertia in the flow equations [54].

Substituting the dimensionless variables in (20) into equation (4) or (16)
and dropping the superscript ‘*’ resulted in

∂cs
∂t

+ uz
∂cs
∂z

+ ur
∂cs
∂r

=
1

Pe

(
∂2cs
∂r2

+
1

r

∂cs
∂r

+
∂2cs
∂z2

)

+ ψs, (21)

where ψs defined the dimensionless buffer or the replenishment term.

Symbol Description

L Reference length: They are the same for both compart-
ments.

U Reference Velocity

cs0 Reference solute concentration

Table 2: The reference variables with their description

The dimensionless initial and boundary conditions corresponding to equation
(21) were
Blood-Side Inlet Velocity Conditions:

ur = 0 and uz =
2qb

Nπr2bU

(

1−
r2

φ2

)

(22)
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Dialysate-Side inlet and outlet velocities:

ur = − qd
2πrbULr

∀rb

uz =
2qd

πr2
d
ULr

(
φ2(k2−1) ln(k)·[ln(kr)+ln(φ)]−[(kr)2−φ2]

(k2−1) ln(k)·[(k2+1) ln(k)+1−k2]

) (23)

No slip and axisymmetric conditions:

ur = uz = 0, and ur =
∂uz
∂r

= 0 at r = 0; 0 ≤ z ≤ 1. (24)

Inlet and outlet blood and dialysate concentrations:

cs(z, r, 0) = 1, cs(0, r, t) = 1,
∂cs(z, 0, t)

∂r
= 0. (25)

Buffer and Replenishment terms:
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where ψCO2
and ψHCO−

3

represented dimensionless buffer terms in blood-side

and ψRs depicted dimensionless replenishment term for solute s = CO2 and HCO−

3 .
Blood-Membrane interfacial conditions:

uz = 0, ur =
Jv
U

=
Es

Pes
,

∂cs
∂r

= Es(1− C∗

s )− Shs ·∆cs, (28)

where Shs is the Sherwood number and E is the ratio of momentum and mass
diffusivity defined in (20).

The dimensionless forms of (21) were solved numerically by using Finite
Volume Method (FVM) subject to the boundary and initial conditions (22-
28). This method discretized the model system by integrating (21) over a finite
volume and then applying the divergence theorem. Application of FVM resulted
in the creation of grid structures such that the number of rectangular cells in
r− and z−directions remained constant throughout the domain of interest.
However, the grid size was made to vary, although strong variations in grid
size could affect the accuracy [42]. For the spatial domain the numerical model
used separate sub-domain grids for blood and dialysate models since domain
dimensions were different.

Since the model equations provided no direct means for pressure-velocity
coupling, a semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations (SIMPLE) method
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was used for pressure coupling. The velocity distributions were calculated with a
Picard iteration method using stabilized bi-conjugate gradient with a tolerance
of 10−8. Hybrid Differencing Method based on central and upwind differencing
was used numerically to discritize the diffusion terms. The method switches to
upwind differencing when the central differencing produces inaccurate results
at high Peclet numbers.

The concentration equations were solved using Picard iteration with a tol-
erance of 10−8. In order to account for the diffusivity differences between the
blood and dialysate sides, boundaries of the domain of interest were chosen
at the faces of the rectangular control volumes, rather than at its grid points.
Therefore, following the approach of Versteeg et al. [42], one extra grid row or
column outside the boundary was allowed for easy application of the boundary
conditions. Furthermore, since some of the boundary conditions depended on
values in adjacent grid points and the model equations only defined the values
in the interior of the domain, the boundary conditions were definable in terms
of grid values to the interior of that boundary.

Thus, the simulation methodology for our model was to solve for pressure
and velocity equations in blood and dialysate compartments. The pressure and
velocity calculated was then used to compute the concentration distributions in
both blood and dialysate compartments. At each grid on the membrane surface
∆P was calculated first, then computed Jv and Js using K-K equations. The
pressure and concentration calculated were then transferred to K-K equations as
boundary conditions to calculate TM fluxes of carbon dioxide and bicarbonate
solutes. The TM fluxes values were used to calculate the replenishment term
(Rs) and then used as the boundary conditions in the model system to generate
the next iteration.

3.2. Parameters

In this simulations, blood and dialysate inlet bicarbonate concentrations were
set to 19 mol · m−3 and 35 mol · m−3 respectively, while the blood-side and
dialysate-side flow rates were respectively, 350 mL/min (i.e. 5.83×10−6 m3s−1)
and 800 mL/min (1.33 × 10−5 m3s−1), [7, 22, 35]. Parameters and constant
values used in this paper are listed in Table 3. Others not shown in this table
were variables or parameters computed using values in Table 3.
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Parameter (Unit) Symbol Value Ref

Diffusion coefficient of CO2 in Blood
(m2s−1)

DCO2,b 3.4 ∗ 10−10 [22], [35]

Diffusion coefficient ofHCO3 in Blood
(m2s−1)

DHCO3,b 1.4 ∗ 10−10 [22], [35]

CO2Diffusion coefficient in dialysate
(m2s−1)

DCO2,d 1.59∗10−9 [22], [36]

HCO−

3 Diffusion coefficient, dialysate
(m2s−1)

DHCO3,d 1.18∗10−9 [22], [36]

Membrane effective length (m) L 0.22 [32], [50]

Hydraulic Permeability (m/sPa) Lp 1.2 ∗ 10−10 [32]

Width of raise collar (m) Lr 0.014 [32]

Fiber diameter (µm) Lf 200 [32], [50]

Fiber thickness (µm) e 40 [50]

Number of fibers N 9000 F60

Membrane permeability of CO2

(ms−1)
PCO2

1.72∗10−9 [35], [36]

Membrane permeability of
HCO3(ms

−1)
PHCO−

3

1.95∗10−9 [35], [36]

Radius of dialysate channel (m) rd 1.25∗10−4 [50],[51]

Radius of blood channel (m) rb 2.0× 10−4 [50],[51]

Initial velocity at blood inlet (ms−1) ub 1.73∗10−2 [50], [52]

Initial velocity at dialysate inlet
(ms−1)

ud 1.21∗10−2 [50], [52]

Table 3: Geometric and transport characteristics of hollow fiber module
used

4. Results and Discussions

For the purpose of the applicability of our model system, we made numerical
illustrations of all physical parameters involved in the model analysis. The
computations performed estimated quantitatively the profiles of the velocity
fields, trans-membrane pressures, ultra-filtrations, and solute fluxes in both
blood and dialysate compartments. We first tested the grid independence of
the mesh scheme used in our simulation by generating UF velocities on meshes
of 10 x 100, 15 x 150, and 20 x 200 respectively. The resulted output, Figure 4a,
showed a well fitted plot of different meshes. Thus, we used 20 x 200 mesh in
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Figure 4: (a) Comparison of different mesh schemes on carbon dioxide
concentration in the membrane. The results showed well fitted meshes
so a mesh dimension of 20 x 200 was used in this paper. (b) The results
of different collar lengths were all fitted. Our simulations use collar
length 1.4 meters.

our simulation in each semi-compartment for the quantities of interest displayed
in this paper.

Different raised collar lengths were tested in the dialysate compartment
since that compartment is notorious for non-uniform flow distribution, shown
in Figure 4b. The converged results for a raised collar length of 1.4 cm for
various quantities were illustrated through Figures 5-14.

4.1. Flow Profiles of Velocity, Ultra-Filtration, and Pressure in

Blood and Dialysate Compartments

The velocity profiles at blood and dialysate compartments were shown in Fig-
ures 5-14. In Figure 5a, the blood-side axial velocity contour showed a uniform
flow across each hollow fiber. The result was contrary to Ronco et al. [17] ob-
servation when Computerized Helical Scanning Technique was used to observe
a non-uniform blood flow distribution in hollow fibers. Our result may suggest
that the new blood header design used in modern hollow-fiber dialyzers is an
efficient flow distributor. The axial blood side velocity at different time periods
and both axial and average blood-side velocity profiles were shown in Figures
5b and 6a, respectively. At different time periods, the axial velocity remained
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Figure 5: (a) Shows velocity contour map in the blood compartment in
axial and radial directions. (b) Shows axial velocity profiles inside the
blood compartment at different time periods along the axial direction
with axial length 22 cm.

uniform across the fiber length. The parabolic nature of the velocity profiles in
Figure 5b decreased from the maximum value of 0.0478ms−1 along the axial
direction and finally approached a minimum value of 0.00123ms−1at the wall of
the compartment. It was noted that the axial velocity profile inside the blood
compartment is the same as the average of all the velocity distributions within
each cross-section of the fiber length (see Figure 6a). Thus, the axial velocity
profile represented a localized average of the speed in the blood compartment.
The decreased in velocity flow within the blood compartment observed may be
caused by the geometry of blood inlet and UF loss along the axial length.

The blood-side velocity flow patterns in the radial direction at various axial
lengths still showed parabolic in shape. However, the velocity got enhanced
with an increased in axial length over almost the entire radial region, as shown
in Figure 6b.

Unlike the nature of the axial velocity profile of the blood flow, the radial
velocity component showed heterogeneity in nature, Figure 7.

The heterogeneity nature may be caused by the fibers elongated along the
axial length or suspected non-uniformity in the dialyzer inlet blood flow. Thus,
the radial inflow together with the internal helicoidally distributor did not pro-
mote homogeneous access to all fibers. Therefore, for better blood flow, further
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Figure 6: (a) Blood-Side axial velocity profile of dialyzer of length 22
cm. Blood flow rate is 350 mL/min. The flow is uniform across each
cross-section of the fibers. The non-steady state velocity profile repre-
sents a localized average of the speed in the blood-fiber bundle com-
partment. (b) Blood compartment velocity profiles at different axial
locations along the radial direction.

Figure 7: Radial velocity contour map in blood-side showed heterogene-
ity pattern. The velocity flows were much higher at the dialyzer’s inlet
and the fibers elongation.
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Figure 8: (a) Velocity field distribution inside dialysate compartment
indicated radial velocity dominants in the dialysate inlet and outlet,
while the axial velocity was strong in the middle. The strength of the
arrow indicated both magnitude and direction of the dialysate velocity.
(b) Velocity profiles at different time periods and radial positions along
the axial length were shown. The dialysate flow rate of 800 mL/min at
room temperature was used for the simulation.

investigation needed to be conducted.

Figure 8 represented the respective velocity contour map and profiles inside
dialysate compartment. The axial flow velocity was dominant in the central
region while the radial flow velocity was significant in dialysate inlet and outlet
areas, as shown in Figure 8a. The dialysate flow near the inlet and outlet ports
were observed to be non-uniformed in nature. The dialysate velocity profiles
for various radial positions presented in Figure 8b showed an all time negative
along the axial length. The velocity profiles declined from zero as one moves
away from z = 0 and attained their maxima at a short distance away from it.
They eventually increased to zero again towards the end of the axial length. The
pulsatile nature of the velocity profiles reflected the non-uniform behavior in
the dialysate compartment. When the radial length was increased, the velocity
profile got perturbed more, as shown in Figure 8b.

The non-uniformity of the dialysate flow distribution suggested that the
collars used in existing hollow fiber dialyzers to help dialysate uniform flow
failed to promote uniform dialysate flow. Consequently, the non-uniformity of
flow distribution may result in non-uniform solute concentration distribution
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Figure 9: Ultra-filtration velocity and solute flux profiles along the axial
membrane length

in dialysate compartment. Since solute exchange across dialyzer membrane is
influenced by blood and dialysate flow velocity and concentration, we expect
inefficient exchange of solutes at the membrane level.

Figure 9a showed the ultra-filtration velocity (Jv) profile along the dialyzer
membrane. In general, the profile decreased from the blood-side inlet to its
outlet with positive ultra-filtration velocity along the greater part of the mem-
brane.

Various ultra-filtration velocities at different radial positions were presented in
Figure 9b. The profiles were rising from the inlet of the blood compartment
to its outlet. The smaller the dialyzer membrane width, the larger the ultra-
filtration velocity profile in the membrane.

As a result of the small ultra-filtration flow permeating through the mem-
brane, the pressure profile at the blood-side dropped linearly along the axial
length from 25 kPa to zero as presented in Figure 10a. However, the dialysate-
membrane pressure profile, presented in Figure 10b, increased from 1.0 kPa
to 3.7 kPa and deviated slightly from linearity. Since both blood-membrane
and dialysate-membrane pressures along the axial length were nearly linear,
the trans-membrane pressure shown in Figure 11a was also slightly linear. This
resulted in a nearly linear ultra-filtration velocity profile in the membrane.

As a result of local variation of trans-membrane pressure and blood pressure
loss through the hollow fiber pathway, back-filtration might occur (see Figure
11b). Back-filtration problem is very critical during dialysis session as it induces
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Figure 10: The pressure profiles in blood and dialysate compartments.
(a) Showing blood-side pressure dropping linearly along the axial length
from 25 kPa to zero. (b) Shows dialysate-side pressure increasing from
1.0 kPa to 3.7 kPa and deviating slightly from linearity.

contamination into the blood. In our model, back-filtration occurred as a result
of reversed osmosis. Specifically, the hydraulic trans-membrane pressure could
not overcome the trans-membrane osmotic pressure.

In Figure 12, solute flux (Js) for s = HCO−

3 , along the membrane surface
was observed to increase sharply initially as the axial distance is increased.

The rising profile indicated that the TM concentration (△ c) at the blood-side
outlet region was significantly higher than that at the inlet region. The solute
flux profile then became nearly uniform along the membrane surface. The
negative values showed back-filtration possibly caused by reverse osmoses. The
variation between Js and Jv (see Figures 11a and 12) indicated that there was
an increase of bicarbonate solute in the membrane. Thus, bicarbonate solute
flux was more influenced by the TM concentration (△ c) between the blood and
dialysate sides of the membrane.

4.2. Boundary and Bulk Bicarbonate Concentrations

The boundary and bulk HCO−

3 concentration distributions at blood compart-
ment across axial length were shown in Figure 13a. As observed, the boundary
and bulk HCO−

3 concentrations at the exit point were almost identical and
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Figure 11: (a) Ultra-filtration profile plotted against the trans-
membrane showing a decreasing route. (b) Both blood- and dialysate-
side pressure difference depicting ultra-filtration and back filtration
across the membrane.

Figure 12: Bicarbonate flux profile across the membrane surface increas-
ing sharply initially and the becoming nearly uniform. Negative values
indicating back-filtration caused by reverse osmoses in the membrane.

stable. This was crucial since the bulk concentration level actually enters the
patients’ body and might put the patient at risk of bicarbonate overdose if it is
not within the physiologic range and identically stable. However, the observed
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Figure 13: (a) Boundary and bulk concentration profiles of bicarbon-
ate in the blood as a function of dialyzer length during dialysis ses-
sion. Both boundary and bulk HCO−

3 concentrations at the exit point
were almost identical, stable, and within the physiologic range of 28-
30 mol ·m−3. (b) Boundary and bulk bicarbonate concentrations plot
across the dialyzer length in the dialysate compartment. The bound-
ary bicarbonate concentration is observed to be higher than the bulk
bicarbonate concentration.

bulk HCO−

3 inlet concentration was not 19.0 mol ·m−3 (value we started with),
but 19.7 mol ·m−3. This discrepancy maybe caused by the incomplete dissoci-
ation of carbonic acid (H2CO3) into HCO

−

3 and H+, suggesting a bicarbonate
ions carryover effect. Nevertheless, both boundary and bulk HCO−

3 ions in
blood compartment were within the physiologic range (28 - 30 mol ·m−3) and
significantly more than the pre-dialysis HCO−

3 value.

However, boundary and bulkHCO−

3 concentrations in dialysate side toward
the hollow-fibers were stable but not identical. As observed in Figure 13b, the
boundary HCO−

3 concentration was between 28-30 mol · m−3 and was more
than the bulk bicarbonate concentration (24-26 mol · m−3). The amount of
HCO−

3 concentration lost in the dialysate could be (i) transferred into the
patient blood or captured inside the hollow-fibers membrane, (ii) consumed by
chemical reactions between HCO−

3 and other solutes in the dialysis fluid, and
(iii) other unknown phenomena.
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Figure 14: (a) Boundary and bulk carbon dioxide concentrations plot-
ted along the dialyzer length in the blood compartment. Bulk carbon
dioxide concentration is higher than the boundary concentration be-
cause carbon dioxide is transferred from dialysate to the blood during
dialysis session. (b) Boundary and bulk carbon dioxide concentrations
in partial pressure verses dialyzer length.

4.3. Boundary and Bulk Carbon Dioxide Concentrations

Both boundary and bulk CO2 concentrations in the blood increased along the
axial length (see Figure 14a). However, the bulk CO2 concentration was higher
than the boundary CO2 concentration. This observation confirmed Sombolos et
al. (2005) conclusion that CO2 always get transferred from dialysate to blood
during dialysis session. The concentration of dissolved CO2 increased by 37.%,
(1.28-1.76mol ·m−3) after dialysis therapy.

The boundary and bulk CO2 concentrations in dialysate (shown in Figure
14b) represented concentrations towards the hollow-fibers in partial pressure.
Contrast to CO2 concentration in the blood, the boundary CO2 in dialysate was
higher than that of bulk concentration. This might resulted from CO2 infusion
in the closed dialysis system and therefore caused an average CO2 partial pres-
sure (pCO2) of 62 mmHg in the dialysate inlet. Since the relationship between
pCO2 and its concentration in our simulation was [CO2] = 0.0307 ∗ pCO2, it
provided a dissolved CO2 concentration of 1.90 mol ·m−3 at the dialysate inlet.
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5. Conclusion

Numerical results showed a uniform flow profiles in blood compartment and
a non-uniform flow profiles near the hollow-fibers at the dialysate side. This
non-uniformity suggested that the collars used in modern hollow-fiber dialyzers
to help achieve uniform dialysate flow failed to promote dialysate uniformity.
Consequently, the flow mismatch at blood and dialysate sides may affect so-
lute transfer across the membrane since exchange of solutes at the membrane
level depends on solute concentration and flow characteristics. The effects of
TM pressure on Jv and Js through the membrane were also examined in de-
tail. The variation between Js and Jv indicated an increase of small solute
(e.g. bicarbonate) in the membrane. The pressure and concentration profiles
were also detailed and analyzed. Variation of TM pressure and blood pressure
loss through the membrane pathway caused BF. Further analysis on boundary
and bulk solutes depicted uniform and stable profiles in the membrane and
non-uniform in the dialysate. Thus, the mismatch flow characterized at blood
and dialysate ends may affect diffusivity of small fluxes as reported by clinical
studies [22-25]. Thus, the proposed model gave insight of dialysis flow charac-
teristics during therapy session and may open the possibilities for the design or
modification of high efficient hollow-fiber dialyzer or blood filtration systems.
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